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a b s t r a c t

Monitoring of natural gas (NG) pipelines is an important task for economical/safety operation, loss pre-
vention and environmental protection. Timely and reliable leak detection of gas pipeline, therefore, plays
a key role in the overall integrity management for the pipeline system. Owing to the various limitations
of the currently available techniques and the surveillance area that needs to be covered, the research
on new detector systems is still thriving. Biosensors are worldwide considered as a niche technology
in the environmental market, since they afford the desired detector capabilities at low cost, provided
they have been properly designed/developed and rationally placed/networked/maintained by the aid of
atural gas
ipeline network
iosensor
ethane
ydrogen sulfide
ercaptans

operational research techniques. This paper addresses NG leakage surveillance through a robust coopera-
tive/synergistic scheme between biosensors and conventional detector systems; the network is validated
in situ and optimized in order to provide reliable information at the required granularity level. The pro-
posed scheme is substantiated through a knowledge based approach and relies on Fuzzy Multicriteria
Analysis (FMCA), for selecting the best biosensor design that suits both, the target analyte and the oper-

nt. Th
ational micro-environme
network in Greece.

. Introduction

Pipelines are seen as one of the most practical and economi-
ally effective modes for transporting large volumes of flammable
nd potentially dangerous substances, such as natural gas (NG), for
hich road or rail transportation is often impractical [1]. In most

ountries, the more the pipeline systems are expanded and NG con-
umption increases, the more their economies become dependent
n the stable, continuous and safe operation of these facilities [2].
he EU has effective energy relationships with traditional NG sup-
liers from inside the European Economic Area, notably Norway
nd The Netherlands, and outside, Russia, Algeria and Central
sia countries, utilizing approximately 200,000 km of offshore and
nshore/inland pipelines in order to serve 90 million customers
3]; as the EU import dependence is expected to increase from 57%
oday to 84% by 2030 [4], 40,000 km of new pipelines are currently
nder construction [5]: the North European gas pipeline, the Baltic
as interconnector, the Algeria-Northern Europe connection, the

urkey-Greece interconnector, the Greece-Italy interconnector, the
abucco gas pipeline, and the East Mediterranean gas ring.

Systematic leakage of NG from transporting/storing facilities
s common although not directly observable, since it is odorless
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(odorant is added for easy detection when transported/distributed
in cities through the low pressure network), colorless and imme-
diately diffusible. Moreover, according to international historical
data (e.g., see [6–8]), accidents involving natural gas pipelines do
happen, even though the frequency of such occurrences is generally
low compared to road or rail accidents. The major contributors to
accidental events in NG pipelines are [9]: external interference, ero-
sion, mechanical failures and construction defects, earth movement
and natural disasters, and other unknown causes. Pipeline leak-
age often results in consequences which have impacts of different
dimensions. NG releases from ruptures or punctures in pipelines
can cause fatalities, large economic losses and environmental dam-
age [10,11]. Due to the combustible, explosive and diffusible nature
of NG and its constituents (as hydrogen sulfide, mercaptans, etc.), its
systematic or accidental release into the atmosphere creates a dan-
gerous situation that may provoke explosions and fires [12]. Health
concerns regarding chronic exposure include offspring sex ratio at
birth of families [13], haematological changes [14] and alteration of
blood pressure of individuals resident in long-term contaminated
areas [15].

Concerns have been also raised about the contribution of
methane leakages to the greenhouse effect. The infrared absorp-

tion of one molecule of CH4 circulating in the current atmosphere
is 32 times as large as the infrared absorption of one CO2 molecule.
Several authors have suggested that a few percent leakage of nat-
ural gas would offset the advantage of its lower CO2 emission,
when used as fuel [16–18]. Atmospheric CH4 is mainly consumed
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Table 1
Pipeline detection systems.

On-line leak detection systems Examples

Techniques without permanent instrumentation on the line
Generally, these techniques allow detection and localization of
large leaks. They do not permit permanent supervision of the line

• Visual inspection of the line (by the line operator or unofficially by people living nearby)
• Airborne visual inspection
• Airborne infra-red inspection
• External detection of the sonic or ultrasonic noise generated by a leakage in a subsea or
underground pipeline
• Internal detection of the noise generated by a leakage using instrumented pigs
• Detection of a tracer (generally an odourant) added to the fluid

Permanent sensing lines placed along the pipe
These techniques, allowing permanent monitoring of the
pipeline, can detect and localize small leaks. However, a delay of
several hours is often necessary before detection.

• Oil soluble wire whose electrical impedance changes in the case of a leak
• Oil soluble tube whose internal pressure decreases in the case of a leak
• Oil permeable tube whose gas content is pumped and analyzed at regular intervals
• Sensor cable equipped with thermistors to detect variations of the temperature profile due
to a leak

Techniques using permanent instrumentation implemented on
the pipeline

Acoustic methods
• Intercorrelation analysis of pressure measurements at two opposite points of a pipe in order
to detect the noise created by the leak
• System identification with the use of random binary signal excitation
Methods using pressure measurements
• Sudden pressure fall detection in the case of a line break
• Detection of a slight pressure decrease or a slight change in the hydraulic profile using
time-series analysis
• Detection of the negative pressure wave generated by the sudden occurrence of a leak
Methods using flow rate measurements
• Detection of sudden flow rate changes or flow reversal in the case of a line break
• Detection of a discrepancy between inlet and outlet flow rate measurements over a

ed tim
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• All the

y chemical reactions, mostly with hydroxyl radicals. The increase
n CH4 levels decreases the concentration of hydroxyl moieties
nd thus lengthens the lifetime of CH4 in the atmosphere [19],
hich further increases the importance of methane as a green-
ouse gas by establishing a primary deterministic positive feedback

oop. In addition, ozone accumulates, which, together with the car-
on monoxide produced within the same methane degradation
rocedure, contributes to increased probability of photochemical
mog appearance [20], thus establishing a secondary stochastic
ositive feedback loop. Although certain non-methane hydrocar-
ons may be more reactive/efficient in producing photochemical
mog contributors/precursors, methane is the most important one
ince it may appear locally in high concentrations (due to leak-
ge) and propagate in relatively long distance under appropriate
icro-climatic conditions. The plumes that are formed by leaks

an appear quite differently depending upon the soil characteristics
here the pipeline is buried. The voids and porosity of the ground

an result in point source or distributed source features at the sur-
ace, and the location of the source can be shifted several meters
rom the actual location of the leak. The situation is worse when the
ipeline is uncovered, since the plume is freely created and spread,
hile the pipeline is mostly susceptible to third party interven-

ion or even terrorist attacks [2,7]. Plumes from pipeline leaks may
ccur at various leak rates ranging from 0.03 to 300 m3/h [16,17],
epending on the atmospheric conditions. For example, according
o routine measurements of atmospheric methane at the station of
ambedousa in the Mediterranean Sea [21], the air masses form
orthern Algeria display the largest concentrations of methane,
ost likely because of emissions from NG and oil production and

eakage from the NG pipelines.
As evident, ensuring reliable and timely leak detection of the

ipeline network is indispensable for the energy sector, posing
owever many problems due to (a) the vast length of the pipelines,
requently buried underground and necessarily routed through
esidential populations [6], that raises monitoring costs consider-
bly, and (b) the transboundary infrastructure created that requires
ilateral/multilateral agreements for implementing a long-term air
onitoring scheme [2]. These requirements have inspirited the
e interval
flow rate and pressure measurements
thods rely on a mass balance

development of various monitoring systems (Table 1), like eddy
current inspection [22], ultrasonic inspection [23], acoustic method
[24], etc., some of them even applied with advanced techniques,
such as robotics. Most of these techniques and practices aim at
detecting pipeline defects routinely in order to prevent leakage ini-
tiation, but they cannot provide for third party interference, which
is by far the main cause of leaks in certain regions [9], or seismic
activity.

Leak surveying per se is based on the detection, preferably
identification and (semi-)quantitation, of one of the NG con-
stituents. The typical composition of gas is about 96% methane,
3% ethane and 1% additives/odorizers/tracers, as tetrahydrothio-
phene, mercaptans, sulfur hexafluoride, and dimethyl ether. Most
detection strategies involve methane provided that its background
atmospheric concentration is below 2 ppm; background values,
however, can vary by up to an order of magnitude when local
sources of animal feedlots and active swamp-gas sources are con-
sidered [25]. The ethane levels may vary by one percent or two in
the pipeline concentrations, but the background sources of ethane
are insignificant; accuracy and reliability, however, of measure-
ments at these low concentration levels cannot be guaranteed.
Much effort has been expended in the development of technologies
to monitor hydrogen sulfide [26–29] but little attention has been
paid to other reduced sulfur components as mercaptans. Such mea-
surements can be quite problematic due to selectivity issues and
the inherent reactivity of the reduced sulfur functionality where
delays in sampling can lead to significant degradation in the more
reactive moieties.

The technologies currently available for leak surveying can
be broadly classified into non-optical and optical methods: the
former include acoustic monitoring [27,28], gas sampling [29],
soil monitoring [30], flow monitoring [31,32], and software based
dynamic modeling [33,34]; the latter include tunable diode laser

spectroscopy (TDLS) [35], laser induced fluorescence (LIF) [36],
coherent anti-raman spectroscopy (CARS) [37], Fourier transform
infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR) [38], and evanescent sensing [39].
None of these techniques, however, has become the industry stan-
dard due to the various limitations involved (Table 2) as well as
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Table 2
Comparison of conventional natural gas leak detection techniques.

Technique Feature Advantages Disadvantages

Acoustic sensors Detects leaks based on acoustic emission Portable, location identified, continuous
monitor

High cost, prone to false alarms, not
suitable for small leaks

Gas sampling Flame ionization detector used to detect
natural gas

No false alarms, very sensitive, portable Time consuming, expensive, labor
intensive

Soil monitoring Detects tracer chemicals added to gas
pipelines

Very sensitive, no false alarms, portable Needs chemicals and thus expensive,
time consuming

Flow monitoring Monitors either pressure change or mass
flow

Low cost, continuous monitor, well
developed

Prone to false alarms, unable to pinpoint
leaks

Dynamic modeling Monitored flow parameters modeled Portable, continuous monitor Prone to false alarms, expensive
Lidar adsorption Absorption of a pulsed laser monitored

in the infrared
Remote monitoring, sensitive, portable Expensive, alignment difficult, short

system lifetime
Diode laser absorption Absorption of diode lasers monitored Remote monitoring, portable, long range Prone to false alarms, expensive, short

system lifetime
Broad band absorption Absorption of broad band lamps

monitored
Portable, remote monitoring, long range Prone to false alarms, short system

lifetime
Evanescent sensing Monitors changes in buried optical fiber Long lengths can be monitored easily Prone to false alarms, expensive
Millimeter wave radar systems Radar signature obtained above pipelines Remote monitoring, portable Expensive
Backscatter imaging Natural gas illuminated with CO2 laser Remote monitoring, portable Expensive
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Thermal imaging Passive monitoring of thermal gradients P

Multi-spectral imaging Passive monitoring using
multi-wavelength infrared imaging

P
p

he background conditions prevailing on site. Briefly, the non-
ptical methods are not specific and the sampling probe must
e embedded within the gas plume, as they cannot detect very

ow concentrations; optical methods, on the other hand, offer the
equired specificity and sensitivity, but they exhibit the problem of
ackground reflectance: green grass, coarse snow, frost and sandy
oil are the least reflective of common background materials. Their
se in a domestic or industrial environment could produce false
larms, for example, in the presence of ethanol vapors, or propane,
hich are the main interfering gases [40,41].

Notwithstanding, detecting leaks in a pipeline network may not
e the most difficult task for a leak detection system; detecting

eaks without giving false alarms is the main challenge. Concepts
ike reliability and sensitivity should be especially re-defined and
larified for ad hoc usage. Reliability is defined as a measure of
he ability of a leak detection system to render accurate decisions
bout the possible existence of a leak on the pipeline, while oper-
ting within an envelope established by the leak detection system
esign [42]. It follows that the reliability is defined as a function of
he probability of detecting a leak, given that no leak has occurred:
system is considered to be more reliable if that probability is low,

.e., if it consistently detects actual leaks without generating incor-
ect declarations. Sensitivity is a composite measure of the size of
leak that a system is capable of detecting, and the time required

or the system to issue an alarm in the event that a leak of that size
as occurred.

High selectivity, specificity and sensitivity in ms response
imes can be achieved by utilizing biosensor technology, which
ombines natural recognition mechanisms (bioelements or bio-
ogical systems) with chemical transducers [43,44]. In principle,
he high selectivity of the device, presented inherently by the
ioelement that is tailored-made to meet the specific analyte(s),
xcludes most interference problems and matrix effects. Further-
ore, the versatility of this technology allows for experimenting
ith numerous combinations of arrayed bioelements and trans-
ucers as micro-detectors in order to detect multi-analyte levels
nd exclude interference and cross-reactivity; in theory, and to
ertain extent has been proven in practice [45,46], any bioele-

ent can be coupled with any transducer, allowing for in-built

evice characteristics to meet any specification requirements
r restrictions. Biosensors are worldwide considered as a niche
echnology in the environmental market, since they afford the
esired detector capabilities at low cost, provided they have been
le, remote sensing Expensive, required temperature
difference

le, remote monitoring, multiple
m choices

Expensive, difficult data interpretation

properly designed/developed/customized/utilized and rationally
placed/networked/maintained/replaced by the aid of operational
research techniques [47–49]. Notwithstanding, biosensor tech-
nology bears the inherent peculiarity of precluding conventional
standardization, since design, fabrication and implementation are
almost entirely target-oriented on the basis of the intended opera-
tional environment [49].

This paper addresses NG leakage surveillance through a robust
cooperative/synergistic scheme between biosensors and conven-
tional detector systems; the network is validated in situ and
optimized in order to provide reliable information at the required
granularity level. Thus, biosensors’ lack for standardization proce-
dures/practices is successfully overcome, while the reliability of
the pipeline leak monitoring scheme is increased without using
redundant sensor networks. The most decisive factor pertaining to
the success of the scheme lies within the computer aided biosen-
sor design substantiated through a knowledge based approach and
relying on Multicriteria Analysis (MCA), based on fuzzy reasoning to
count for uncertainty, for selecting the best bioelement–transducer
combination fulfilling the desired specification restrictions refer-
ring to the scientific, the engineering and the marketing aspects
of the devices. Candidate biosensor structures may come from
different stages of development, ranging from already marketed
products to bench-scale set-ups; the use of MCA potentially leads
to reality-closer and efficient retrieval of alternatives that represent
better the technology throughput and is most suitable for utilizing
the local capabilities and resources. This approach is illustrated in
the case of leak surveying over a high pressure pipeline, involving
methane, mercaptans and hydrogen sulfide detection. The formal-
ism adopted is quite flexible to allow for handling a wide range of
different cases within the highly demanding and public-sensitive
safety prioritization in the energy sector.

2. Methodology

2.1. Overview of the methodological framework
The methodological framework designed/developed by the
authors under the form of an algorithmic procedure for computer-
aided biosensor design for detection of NG leakage, includes the
following 23 activity stages and 7 decision nodes, interconnected
as shown in Fig. 1.
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F of an
o

ig. 1. The methodological framework designed/developed herein under the form
f natural gas leakage during transporting/storing/processing.

1. Determination of composition and characteristic parameter
values of the NG.

2. Mapping the pipeline network, the storing facilities, and the
processing units on corresponding layers of a Geographical
Information System (GIS).

3. Registration of critical characteristics (e.g., sensitive ecosys-
tems, human population density, production activities) on
corresponding GIS layers.

4. Risk analysis and expected spatial distribution of environmen-
tal impact.

5. Mapping of environmental parameter values to be used as

upper limits.

6. Registration of characteristic control variables of the monitor-
ing system in operation, including the conventional techniques
used for measuring NG constituents to investigate possible
leakage.
algorithmic procedure for computer aided biosensor design intended for detection

7. Collection/categorization of original or slightly
modified biosensors capable to measure the con-
stituent/tracer, playing the role of analyte (taxonomy
function).

8. Multicriteria choice of the most appropriate original or
(slightly) modified biosensor.

9. Decomposition of collected biosensors into distinct
parts and enrichment of the new collection with sim-
ilar parts coming from external Bases (partonomy
function).

10. Recomposition to form a new set of biosensors, possibly more

capable for measuring the analyte.

11. Multicriteria choice of the most appropriate recomposed
biosensor.

12. Testing of proposed biosensor to check its functionality.
13. Selection of the most detectable main NG constituent.
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4. Collection of conventional techniques and biosensors appropri-
ate to measure this constituent under weak leakage conditions
(worst case reasoning).

5. Multicriteria choice of the most appropriate measuring device.
6. Retention of the initial conventional technique, with the pos-

sibility of operating the proposed (in stage 12) biosensor in
parallel for improving its functionality through design of exper-
iments in situ.

7. Replacement of the initial conventional technique.
8. Collection of substances/additives with proper characteristics

to serve as tracers, the constituent already in use (if there is
one) included.

9. Multicriteria choice of the most appropriate substance.
0. Collection of conventional techniques suitable for measuring

this substance/analyte.
1. Multicriteria choice of the most appropriate conventional tech-

nique.
2. Creation/operation/enrichment/updating of a knowledge base

(KB).
3. Searching within external bases by means of an intelligent

agent (IA) [50].
A. Is there already a NG constituent, which can be used as a

tracer for leakage detection?
B. Is there a possibility of changing the tracer?
C. Is the suggested biosensor more satisfactory in comparison

with the corresponding conventional technique?
D. Is the proposed biosensor more efficient, according to tests

carried out in stage 12?
E. Is there another NG constituent, which might serve as a

tracer?
F. Is this device satisfactory?
G. Is it already in use?

The criteria used in stages 8, 11 and 15 (where the alternatives
re biosensors ready-to-use, recomposed biosensors or measur-
ng devices, respectively) are cost (f1), selectivity (f2), sensitivity
f3), resistance to interference (f4), precision (f5), reliability (f6),
esponse time (f7), and signal-to-noise ratio (f8), although their
eights in the corresponding vector, as well as the set of alter-
atives in the preference matrix, are completely different. It is
orthwhile noting that when the alternatives are not ready-to-use
evices but measuring systems still in R&D, the selection criteria
f stage 11 should rather address directly the uncertainty (and
elated development costs) involved in the experimental set-ups
51] rather than focusing on operational characteristics (which,
n this case, would be available only at stage 15, i.e., after com-
leting successfully the validation at stage 12). This set of criteria

ncludes: availability of relevant knowledge background, proper
quipment and human resources at R&D level, h1; estimated R&D
xpenditure for successful completion of the project, h2; theoret-
cal basis of the physicochemical interaction between analyte and
ioelement, especially when an additional interface is introduced
etween them to improve certain metrological parameter-values
detection range, detection limit, reproducibility, accuracy, pre-
ision, specificity), in order to conform to the specifications set
t stage 5 and the relevant legislation/norms, h3; maturity of
elevant know-how and diffusion extent of the corresponding
echnology, h4; operational life time, especially of the sensing ele-

ent, in terms of the stability of the biochemical complex and
he required/proposed maintenance/(re)calibration protocol (i.e.,

ethod, frequency, online/offline testing), h5; ruggedness of the

evice, taken into consideration (i) the field environmental condi-
ions under which the device should operate (temperature, wind,
ainfall, humidity, extreme weather conditions), and (ii) the sample
arameters, especially at extreme ranges of pressure, pH, tempera-
ure, concentrations, h6; prospects for further development, based
us Materials 186 (2011) 35–58 39

on applying either (i) breakthrough physicochemical combina-
tion (discontinuous innovative action) or (ii) gradual improvement
(continuous innovative action) by assuming the biosensor under
experimental design to follow a development path similar to some
other measuring equipment already successfully tested at a more
advanced level, h7. The use of different sets of criteria for dif-
ferent knowledge layers, i.e., marketing devices (surface layer)
and experimental set-ups (deeper layer), helps substantially deci-
sion making at different scope and information granularity level.
Seemingly, the procedure of decision making is decomposed into
a hierarchy of elements influencing the system by incorporating
levels referring to objectives, criteria, sub-criteria [49]. In quan-
titative aspects, the framework proposed can prioritize a set of
attributes and distinguish the more important factors for each
level.

The criteria used in stage 19 (where the alternatives are candi-
date tracers) are olfactory threshold (g1), toxicity (g2), neutrality
in respect to NG constituents and pipeline/tank walls (g3), envi-
ronmental friendliness (g4), cost (g5), availability (g6), resistance
to decomposition under the conditions most likely to prevail
(g7). The KB of stage 22 is structured by means of a controlled
vocabulary [47,48] that ensures an ontological approach in order
to avoid misinterpretation of information and misunderstand-
ing between the experts participating in the assignment of (i)
weights to the elements of the criteria vector and (ii) grades to
the preference matrix, by means of a 3-rounds modified Delphi
method.

2.2. The knowledge base

The knowledge base (KB) contains the processed and organized
information of biosensor devices, either marketed, prototype or
experimental set-ups; it is segmented into four layers. The KB cre-
ated is linked to the computer-aided selection tool (Fig. 2), by
means of an interface that allows the coupling of the four lay-
ers with the information retrieval mechanism through a variety of
filters that assists in sieving the stored data. The first layer (sur-
face knowledge layer) contains information on the device, seen
as a ‘black box’ that produces measurements: device description,
intended use (laboratory, field, online, off-line, etc.), analytical
specifications (target analytes, concentration range, interference,
calibration, etc.), operational characteristics, maintenance, stor-
age, power requirements, software/hardware, etc. Engineering
information is included in the second layer along with quality
assurance and quality control tasks and specifications, manu-
facturing ruggedness (i.e., the use/compatibility of alternative
materials for manufacturing), sub-units or auxiliary units (e.g.,
samplers, signal processing units, etc.), device assembly, and re-
engineering/re-processing protocols. As obvious, the first two
layers are mostly confined to marketed devices (as the Raptor Plus
and the BioHawk), or advanced prototypes (as the biosniffer for
methyl mercaptan [52]).

The fourth layer (deeper knowledge layer) processes the
information on devices or experimental set-ups and basic
biochemical/transduction models, following a decomposi-
tion/recomposition procedure, taken also advantage of the
information obtained from the third layer (described sub-
sequently, since it constitutes a completely different but
nevertheless indispensable/supplementary approach). Each
biosensor is decomposed into functional parts; the degree and
extent of decomposition depends on the judgment of the expert

and the specific needs of the decision-making process for ana-
lytical details, depth of knowledge and amount/granularity of
information. For example, a biosensor can be decomposed into
three parts: the target analyte, the molecular recognition sys-
tem, i.e., the biological/biomimic element that interacts with
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Data Base
data obtained from 

various sources 

patents scientific/technical
literature interview with experts

Intelligent Agent (IA)
data from source 

documents 
or past projects

Knowledge Acquisition
knowledge obtained through initial 

seiving and organization 

Knowledge Base (KB)

Layer 1 (surface layer)
devicedescription,intendeduse
analyticalspecifications,operationla
characteristics, maintenance, etc.

Layer 2 
manufacturing,alternativematerials,
sub-unitsorauxiliaryunits,
assembly,re-engineering,re-
processing 

Layer 3 
intelligentsystemforfaul t
diagnostics/fault compensation

Layer 4 (deeper knowledge layer) 
decomposition/recomposition procedure
available:parts,wholedevices,
alternative set-ups, etc.

Interface
Import/export knowledge 

between KB and DSS 

categorization by type, sieving 
information by rules, 

maintaining compatibility 
between model interfaces  

Decision Support System
Decision support through 

building the hierarchy among 
the main criteria and rating the 

alternatives 

User Interface

F uter-
m
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d
[
d

ig. 2. Schematic overview of the knowledge base designed by the authors for comp
ade devices with in-built analytical and operational optimization.
he target analyte, and the physicochemical transducer that
etects the interaction and converts it to an electronic signal
47,48]; however, a more detailed structural and operational
ecomposition may be required, involving, also, the mechanism
aided selection of bioelement–transducer interface with a view to develop tailored-
of signal generation, the biological/biomimic element/transducer
interface, the signal amplification process, the sample pretreat-
ment unit, etc. Upon recomposition, the parts are re-assembled
and their inter- and intra-relations are registered; re-assembly
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ollows a more loose pattern, so that both, the whole device
r device parts are readily available for further processing or
etrieval.

The decomposition module allows for the selection of alter-
atives in each part, i.e., alternative biochemical models or
ransducers, that, in case the compatibility is satisfactory, give
ise to improved or entirely new devices in stages 9–10 of the
lgorithmic procedure. The biosensors reported in literature are
sually generic and extremely versatile, since one transducer sys-
em can be linked to a variety of bioelements for the detection of
he corresponding target analytes [43,44]. Therefore, one biosen-
or concept can lead to a number of devices and to a wide
ange of analytes. The specific information contained in this layer
rerequisites an extensive literature search for retrieving the chem-

cal/biochemical/electronic inter-/intra relationships, as well as for
efining/setting compatibility criteria in order to ensure operation
t acceptable efficiency and efficacy. Although conceptual combi-
ations and allocations can be made, it is strongly recommended
o rely on some kind of reported testing (even partial) before sim-
lated models are produced.

Nevertheless, selection procedures reliant upon recomposed
iosensor designs must be wary of the risks involved, especially
t the feasibility of developing a field device. Apart from ascertain-
ng reliability of measurements under conditions of uncertainty as
egards fouling, interferences, abrupt background load increases,
ressure changes, etc. [47,48], various environmental parameters
hould be also taken into consideration, as temperature, humidity
nd extreme weather conditions (frost, thaw, flood, draught). For
xample, although seasonal temperature changes may be partly
ompensated by packaging, temperature changes (abrupt fluctua-
ions, in particular) is the main issue, as they may induce surface
nergy on the adsorption layer [53], alter the kinetics in DNA
ybridization [54], change the configuration of adsorbed molecules
55] and cause significant signal deviation in measurement [47].
umerous compensation methods have been proposed, such as the

emperature-dependent current source [56], double-bridge design
57], the linear voltage excitation [58], bias current generator [59],
nd voltage-to-time converter [60]. Taken also into consideration
he fabrication limitations in biosensor [48], development of sim-
le, reliable signal conditioning is necessary.

Such schemes are stored in the third layer which describes
ault routes, ultimate error causes, error propagation, and reme-
ial activities. Based on fault tree analysis, this layer provides all
vents or combination of events that can potential lead to device
isfunctions, as noisy signals, dead sensor, etc. [47,48]. Depending

n the available information, this layer either draws upon the first
ayer, in case the devices are already accompanied by an expert
ystem for fault diagnostics (relying on acceptable standard proce-
ures and protocols), or utilizes the information on the fourth layer

n order to yield misfunction simulation models from the inter-
intra-relations between the device parts. Such data, however, are
carce in literature; an expert system for fault diagnostics relying
n fuzzy reasoning to count for uncertainty, has been recently pub-
ished by the authors and can be used to offer technical support to
iosensor designers/manufacturers to compensate for the lack of
tandard quality practices [47].

The devices registered in the KB and processed through the
ulti-layer platform, follow a hierarchical taxonomy based on

unctional component and operational structure decomposition
hat provide multiple indices to the decision support tool and
nable structured case management. As the number of input

evices increases, effective classification is essential. Categoriza-
ion and hierarchical order (taxonomy function) was developed

ainly on the basis of the fourth layer decomposition module. The
unctional hierarchy is oriented towards supporting cross-domain
ombination of parts (partonomy function) in yielding alternative
us Materials 186 (2011) 35–58 41

designs, whereas the operational hierarchy has been developed
to identify common analytes that may be detected, directly or
indirectly (e.g., as an interferent) by different biosensor set-ups.
For example, the search for a device that measures methane,
will retrieve all the dedicated methane devices, all the biochem-
ical models that accommodate methane-related substances and
all the devices/set-ups that are interfered by the presence of
methane. This hierarchical structure supports the development of
efficient domain-specific query mechanisms. The development of
the current KB has been focused on representational issues and
detailed analysis to support retrieval and composition, rather than
minimizing computational capacity requirements and improving
efficiency.

2.3. Fuzzy MultiCriteria Analysis

Fuzzy Multicriteria Analysis (FMCA), applied at stages 8, 11, 15,
19 and 21, is used to provide robust selection of biosensors, conven-
tional detectors and detecting substances. The objective function
of the multicriteria problem under consideration is Max{f1(a),. . .,
fK(a) | a ∈ A} where A is the set of T alternatives and fk, k = 1, . . .,
K, are the K criteria used for evaluation of each alternative. The
computational procedure consists of two main steps: (i) the for-
mulation of the preference matrix (K × T), where each element
xkt is the evaluation of alternative At according to criterion fk,
(ii) the ranking of the alternatives, as a result of applying to the
rules of the selected MCA method. PROMETHEE [61] has been
used as an outranking method, in its fuzzy version to count for
uncertainty [62,63], allowing for incomparability (aRb) and weak
preference (aQb) between the alternatives a, b, in addition to the
strict preference (aPb) and indifference (aIb) that the ‘classical’
methods are based on. The notion of a generalized criterion is
used to construct an outranking relation by defining the prefer-
ence index �(a,b) = �wiPi(a,b)/�wi as the weighted average of
the preference functions Pi, that quantifies the preference of the
decision maker of alternative a over b, taking into consideration
all the criteria. In terms of topology, the preference index values
can be represented as a valued outranking graph, the nodes of
which are the alternatives. By summing the column elements in
each row of the outranking relation matrix, the flow leaving each
node is obtained, which shows its outranking character, while by
summing the row elements in each column, the entering flow is
obtained for each alternative, which shows its outranked charac-
ter. By considering the leaving and entering flows, as well as the
fact that the higher the leaving flow and the lower the entering
flow the better the alternative, the partial preorder (PROMETHEE
I) is obtained. Although the partial preorder carries more realis-
tic information, sometimes the total preorder (PROMETHEE II) is
requested to avoid any incomparabilities; this preorder is induced
by the net flows, i.e., the difference between the leaving and the
entering flows. The generalized criterion used is a piecewise lin-
ear preference function P = H(d) ∈ [0,1], where d is the difference of
the evaluation of two alternatives a, b. The parameters of H(d) are
an indifference threshold q, the greatest value of d below which
there is indifference, and a preference threshold p, the lowest
value of d above which there is strict preference – the inter-
val between q and p can be considered as the weak preference
region.

To conclude a partial or complete preorder from the resulting
fuzzy sets, the Tseng and Klein [64] method was used which makes

pairwise comparison of the alternatives by calculating the (crisp)
dominating areas in each pair consisted of triangular fuzzy sets
(partial preorder); subsequently, the summation of the elements
of each row (alternative) of the domination matrix gives a measure
of the strength of each alternative that leads to the total preorder.
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Table 3
Composition of the three NG-types to be transported through the Stefani-Aliveri
pipeline.

Description Units Azerian gas Russian gas Algerian gas

Nitrogen mol% 3.58 0.82 0.86
Methane mol% 82.00 98.00 92.09
Ethane mol% 7.60 0.70 6.23
Propane mol% 2.55 0.21 0.71
i-Butane mol% – – 0.05
n-Butane mol% 1.60 0.08 0.06
Pentanes (C5+) mol% 0.64 0.07 –
Hydrogen Sulfide (H S) mg/Nm3 5.1 5.4 –
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with sequence amplification utilizes a gas sensing array involving
2

Mercaptan Sulfur mg/Nm3 15.3 16.1 –
Total Sulfur (inl. H2S) mg/Nm3 70 107.3 –

. Implementation

.1. The implementation case

The methodology described above has been implemented in the
ase of potential leak detection of the Megara–Kalamaki branch
xtension designed for transporting gas to the Corinth industrial
rea (Fig. 3) [65]. The system, still in the early engineering phase,
ill, in general, have a design pressure of 70 barg, reduced to

0 barg where the pipelines pass through the urban areas of Athens,
nd will carry NG from Russian (through Romania/Boulgaria), Aze-
ian (through Turkey), and Algerian (as cryogenic liquefied NG);
he relative compositions are provided in Table 3 (stage 1 of the

ethodological framework presented above). The tracers used in
he Russian and Azerian gas are hydrogen sulfide and mercaptans,
ith total sulfur reaching 107.3 mg/Nm3 and 70 mg/Nm3, respec-

ively, for max. 48 h (stage 1); methane has been also considered as
etecting moiety.

The proposed Megara to Kalamaki route currently passes close
o Megara, mostly through sparsely populated undulating agricul-
ural and rural areas and near two archaeological sites (stage 3). A
0” branch extension from Aghii Theodori continues to the Motor
il refinery located nearby, passing through an environmentally
rotected area. The map provided indicates a railway and new
ational road. A motorway also tracks along the pipeline route to
he South, following the coast line.

Actually, the design of balanced, effective and affordable leak
etection systems is a complex engineering task. An ideal NG mon-

toring system should be capable of detecting and identifying gas
races in real time, running unattended for long periods of time,
equiring infrequent maintenance and being inexpensive to oper-
te [17,26]. Also, detection strategies should be closely following
elease mechanisms [33]; two scenarios can be considered: a low-
evel for detecting systematic leakage (i.e., slow release of low NG
oncentrations) and a high-level for detecting accidental leakage
i.e., immediate release of high NG concentration).

Thus, the detector at place should be able to operate at both,
races and high concentrations. Response times are crucial for trig-
ering the counter mechanisms, along with the trade-offs among
ndetectability (missed alarms) and false alarms, linked to sensitiv-

ties, detection limits and number of sensors within the distributed
etwork. Cost and reliability of the devices determine the number
f detectors that can be installed [45]: the cheaper the detec-
ors and the higher the reliability, the greater the number of
evices to be spread along the pipeline. Reliability requires the
inimization of undetectability and false alarm probability due

o random factors on sensor readings. High sensitivity devices

re desirable for early warning, especially when on-site confir-
ation is required for initiating the counter-measures [42]; thus,

ome redundancy is commonly allowed in sensors for ensuring
dequate readings. More commonly, sensor faults occur because
us Materials 186 (2011) 35–58

of the choice of the threshold [66]. Often, these are no real sen-
sor faults but deviations due to measurement noise, which is
inevitable. If the threshold setting is strict in order to suppress
the missed alarm probability, the reading will be sensitive to
random noise and temporary deviations, resulting in a high prob-
ability of false alarm. If the threshold is relaxed, accepting larger
region to be considered as normal, then the number of false
alarms will decrease with more missed alarms. Therefore, the reli-
ability optimization problem of false alarms is a complementary
criterion to the optimization problem of undetectability. In the
trade-off between false alarms and missed alarms, missed alarms
are often considered to be more important, supporting the adop-
tion of sensitive redundant networks; adjacent detectors could
provide overlapping coverage that, through a rules-based decision-
support framework, will assist in ascertaining false alarms and
other single-detector malfunctions. Notwithstanding, the sever-
ity of the counter mechanism initiated when the detector alarms
should not be overlooked. Clearly, a detection system with a
high false alarm rate cannot be employed to initiate a counter
mechanism that involves long-term or irreversible impacts on
operations, such as pipeline shutdown. However, a relatively high
false alarm rate detector might be used to trigger a mechanism
with mild or easily reversible impacts on operations, if a timely
path is available to confirm the leakage. This fundamental design
principle can be exploited to match the performance of a detec-
tion system to the unique characteristics of the pipeline under
surveillance.

3.2. The formation of the set of alternatives

Although many gas detection systems have been reported in
literature, only a few have been marketed and are operating, most
developed on a semiconductor or a fiber-optic platform. A number
of very promising prototypes have been recently hatched, such as
the biosniffer of methyl mercaptan [52], offering continuous gas
sampling and in-line sample preparation fluidics. The KB currently
constructed by the authors contains 338 entries; each biosensor
included has been decomposed to functional parts, which also takes
into account the sampler and pre-concentration units, following
the case organization hierarchy shown in Fig. 4. The general (upper)
domains of the functional hierarchy include the target analyte, the
detection strategy, the molecular recognition system, the transduc-
tion system, and the evaluation system. The detection strategy is
defined to include: (i) the chemistry-based identification (CHE-ID)
systems, relying on the identification of the chemical composition
of the target molecules; (ii) the function-based identification (FCT-
ID) systems, utilizing biological organisms or portions of organisms
(tissue, cell, receptor, etc.) that react in a measurable way when
exposed to a range of chemicals; (iii) the structured-based identifi-
cation (STR-ID) systems, which include the affinity-based sensors,
and (iv) the nucleic acid sequence-based identification (NAS-ID)
systems, based on DNA or RNA sequence detection. The trans-
duction systems usually employed for field devices are mainly of
the amperometric type, although many optical devices are often
employed in academic research. A plethora of biological systems
has been used, including both natural and semi-synthetic materi-
als.

The lower taxonomic levels are linked to the task (operational)
hierarchy (Fig. 4), which contains structured information on sam-
ple, analysis, and recognition tasks. For example, a CHE-ID system
the use of tin oxide semiconductors and a gas pattern recogniser
based on neuro-fuzzy network. Each instance (i.e., biosensor sys-
tem) that is stored in the KB, is thus fully analyzed and described
in any knowledge depth required by the user.
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.3. Fuzzy multicriteria selection of sensors

The set of sensors for methane, hydrogen sulfide, and mercap-

ans, as retrieved by the KB, include amperometric and optical
evices (stage 7). The available methane detection methodologies
40,67–119] that obey the device specification criteria mentioned
reviously, are presented in Table 4. A pre-selection stage reduced
he alternatives to nine, namely: continuous-wave cavity ring-

ig. 3. The Megara–Corinth pipeline connection: the pipeline will terminate at Kalamaki b
ith the Northern Peloponnissos region. (a) Gas pipeline route to Corinth region; risk co
est line valve station (source: ASPROFOS-Arthur D. Little [65]). The area contained with
us Materials 186 (2011) 35–58 43

down (CW-CRD) sensor [69], A1; the near infrared optical probe
(NIR-S) [67], A2; the continuous auto gas chromatography (GC) sys-
tem [72], A3; the tunable diode laser spectroscopy (TDLS) unit [75],

A4; the photoacoustic laser spectrometer (PLS) [79], A5; the pho-
toacoustic (PA) sensor [82], A6; the InGaAsP distributed feedback
diode laser detector (NIR) [86], A7; the continuous wave, exter-
nal cavity tunable diode laser (CRD) system [97], A8; the bacterial
sensor (microscale) [99], A9. An expert panel set grades to the cri-

ut at a later stage the 30” pipeline will extend to Corinth industrial area and connect
ntours in typical scraper stations (per km-y): (b) Kalamaki station and (c) Megara
in the dashed box in (a) has been used for the simulation presented in Fig. 8.
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Fig. 3.

eria vector and the preference matrix (stage 15) according to a
roperly modified Delphi method (as presented in [63]). The panel
ssembled to provide technical oversight on the proposed sensor
esigns, consisted of three academic researchers and two industry-
elated chemical engineers, representing sensor expertise currently
ngaged in biosensor technology. The biosensor network forms a
hick network of innovation, i.e., a self-sustained system consisting
f actors with endogenous knowledge and interest on this tech-
ology [49]; therefore, the assembly of a panel with specialists in
ensors in the broad sense could not provide expertise (i.e., deep
nowledge) for the technology at hand but most likely result in
ecreasing the objectivity of the selection process.

The results of stage 15 are shown in Fig. 5a, where par-
ial ranking of alternatives (PRA) is shown as a set of circles
ith areas proportional to the crisp number Sj, which repre-

ents the corresponding relative value in the ranking vector. At
ow resolution (q = 1.5, p = 3.0) S6 > S5 > S4 > S9 > S3 > S1 > S7 > S2 > S8
mplying A6 > A5 > A4 > A9 > A3 > A1 > A7 > A2 > A8; at high resolu-
ion (q = 0.5, p = 1.0) S6 > S5 > S4 > S9 > S3 > S7 > S1 > S2 > S8 implying
6 > A5 > A4 > A9 > A3 > A7 > A1 > A2 > A8, according to decreasing
reference, as it is depicted in the diagrams of Fig. 5b, where
he horizontal brackets stand for pairwise incomparabilities (also
hown in the corresponding PRA diagram as alternatives in paral-
el setting). It is worthwhile noting that the order of triangle peaks
represented by the corresponding abscissa) of the triangular fuzzy
umbers shown in Fig. 5a do not necessarily coincide with the mul-

icriteria order, since defuzzification is based either on absolute
rea of each triangle (assumed to be concentrated at the centroid)
r on pairwise comparison of areas (criterion Tseng and Klein [64],
dopted herein); the higher the preference resolution level used
he higher the probability of both (peaks and MCA results) orders
inued ).

to coincide, since the alternatives in the output fuzzy matrix or
vector (PROMETHEE I or II, respectively) are more distinct.

In view of (i) the ranked first alternative A6, i.e., the photoa-
coustic (PA) sensor, is not involved with incomparabilities at both
resolution levels, and (ii) monoparametric sensitivity analysis of
A6 against the ‘second best’, i.e., the photoacoustic laser spec-
troscopy (PLS), within the range ±50% round the mean defuzzified
value of each criterion (sensitivity analysis of each criterion, SAC)
indicates that S6–S5 > 0, as shown in all SAC diagrams, we may
conclude that the solution found is robust. Empirical evidence
provided by experts and technical literature support the validity
of the proposal as regards the ranked first alternative. Alterna-
tives A1 and A8 are based on the cavity ring down technique that
enables extremely high sensitivities because path length of kms
can be realized provided highly reflective mirrors with reflectiv-
ities of >99.995% are employed [69,97]; obviously, such mirrors
with multilayer dielectric coatings can only be produced for a lim-
ited wavelength range each [120]. Furthermore, a detector with
high responsivity is needed which requires cryogenic cooling at
IR wavelengths [69,97], raising substantially cost of production of
field devices (criterion f1) [120]. The NIR-based sensor [67], i.e.,
alternative A2, presents some reliability issues (criterion f6) related
to humidity effects: when moisture varies from sample to sam-
ple, as commonly seen with field samples, the varying interactions
between water and other components cause poorer calibrations
[121]. Alternative A7 uses one of the absorption lines for methane

and is free from interference of absorption lines of water [86]; how-
ever, its noise level is relatively high, masking low concentrations
of methane (criterion f8). Notwithstanding, one caveat to the use of
NIR-based technology is that although it is well suited to field porta-
bility and remote sensing, development and maintenance costs
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especially calibration) are quite high [121]. Alternatives A3 (GC
ystem) and A9 (microscale sensor) do not provide the required
ensitivity (criterion f3) and response time (criterion f7), at rea-
onable cost [72,99]. The tunable diode laser spectroscopy system
alternative A4) offers substantial benefits on production scale that,
n the near future, are expected to generate a lowered energy con-
umption device and less maintenance of equipment [75]. The
ost of these systems, however, is still relatively high and their
pplication is usually limited to situations where an integrated
easurement of methane gas density over relatively long open

ath lengths is required [122]; consequently, the system is typically
sed to measure the presence of clouds of gas within lengths of the
rder of meters. According to the experts opinion, photoacoustic
echnology (alternatives A5 and A6) offers a realistic potential to the
evelopment of field sensors based on compactness of the systems,
he ease of use, their ability to operate at atmospheric pressure
nd their insensitivity to optical misalignment. Although PLS is
ore attractive and has a very weak volume of cell that gives the

ossibility to develop a high-speed moving monitor [79], its high
evelopment costs ranked it second; the lower-cost and simpler
A sensor shows better techno-economic feasibility for long-term
nd large scale pipeline surveillance.

Field determinations of mercaptans in natural gas (stage 15) are
mportant because of the tendency of the mercaptan concentra-
ion to fade over time. The current procedure for testing mercaptan
apors in situ uses the length-of-stain detector tubes, conforming

o ASTM D1988-06 for total mercaptans [123] or ASTM D5305-97
or ethyl mercaptan [124]. Standard methodology is inappropri-
te for continuous field monitoring as it relies on a colorimetric
emi-quantitative assessment followed by laboratory chromatog-
aphy for accurate quantitative determination. Up to the present,
flow-through

standing waves

r hydrocarbon biosensor systems.

many techniques have been attempted for the determination of
thiol vapors. State-of-the-art detection methods with both speci-
ficity and sensitivity for sulfurous molecules, as retrieved by the KB
(stage 22) and external bases (stage 23), often require bulky, sophis-
ticated instrumentation such as gas chromatography with flame
photometric detector. Gas chromatography with a sulfur chemilu-
minescence detector has high selectivity and a wide line arrange
[125], in which the sulfur-containing substances can be converted
into SO2 in a hydrogen/oxygen furnace and subsequent ozone-
induced chemiluminescence; gas chromatography with atomic
emission detection [126] or mass spectrum has also been reported
[127], but it has been rejected as an option based on its high cost
and highly skilled analysts required. Some of these techniques may
additionally require preconcentration of the vapor prior to detec-
tion. Other field gas sensing systems with the required sensitivity,
selectivity and response time include (i) a sorption-based detec-
tor approach utilizes films of Au nanocrystals capped with organic
ligands [128], and (ii) the biosniffer [52], a Clark-type dissolved
oxygen electrode with a monoamine oxidase immobilized mem-
brane. While the former is relatively costly as per manufacturing
and maintenance, the latter is simpler in assembly and has been
field tested successfully. Therefore, the best option for mercaptan
detection is given by the biosniffer [52]; in order to amplify the
biosensor output, a substrate regeneration cycle caused by cou-
pling the monooxygenase with l-ascorbic acid as reducing reagent
system is applied. The biosniffer is calibrated against methyl mer-

captan vapor from 0.01 to 10 ppm and gives a detection limit of
0.2 ppm (the human sense of smell level 5).

As regards hydrogen sulfide detection, instrumental techniques
dominate the literature with the increased sensitivity largely dis-
placing the more classical approaches. The various routes that have
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Fig. 5. (a) Partial ranking of alternatives (PRA), sensitivity analysis of each criterion (SAC), and total ranking of alternatives (TRA), in triangular fuzzy form, at (i) low preferability
resolution with medium q, p values and (ii) high preferability resolution with low q, p values; the arrow ‘→’ means ‘better than’. The nine alternatives considered for methane
detection within a NG pipeline leak detection network are: continuous-wave cavity ring-down (CW-CRD) sensor, A1; near infrared optical probe (NIR-S), A2; continuous
auto gas chromatography (GC) system, A3; tunable diode laser spectroscopy (TDLS) unit, A4; photoacoustic laser spectrometer (PLS), A5; photoacoustic (PA) sensor, A6;
InGaAsP distributed feedback diode laser detector (NIR), A7; continuous wave, external cavity tunable diode laser (CRD) system, A8; bacterial sensor (microscale), A9. At
both resolution levels, alternative A6 (the PA sensor) prevails, while the SAC graphs indicate that this is a robust solution, since the difference (S6–S5), S5 quantifying the
second-best alternative A5, i.e., the PLS sensor, is positive over the whole range ±50% of the weight change examined for each criterion. (b) Diagrams depicting the decreasing
preference of the alternatives; horizontal brackets stand for pairwise incomparabilities.
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Table 4
Analytical characteristics of methane detection methodologies.

Technique Sample Detection range Detection limit Nomenclature used in MCA Refs.

NIR S Water n/s 1 �M A2 [67]
MID IR Air n/s 100 ppm [68]
CW-CRD Air n/s 2 ppm A1 [69]
GC-PDHI Air 100–1000 nL/L 100 nL/L [70]
PA Air n/s 120 ppm [71]
GC Air n/s 2 ppm A3 [72]
MPA Soil 50–10,000 �L/L 50 �L/L [73]
CS Air 0.1–1% 0.10% [74]
TDLS Air n/s 1 ppb A4 [75]
FT-IR Water 1.5–2.5 ppm 1.5 ppm [76]
MID IR Air n/s ppt [77]
PL Water 1–10 ppm 1 ppm [78]
PLS Air n/s 3 ppb A5 [79]
TDLS Air 20–200 ppm 20 ppm [80]
BS Air 10–500 ppm 10 ppm [81]
PA Air n/s 0.2 ppb A6 [82]
BS Air 100–1000 ppm 100 ppm [83]
MID IR Air n/s 2% [84]
PA Air n/s 0.2 ppb [85]
NIR Land fills n/s 5 ppm A7 [86]
PA Air n/s 20 ppm [87]
EL Air 6–100 ppm 6 ppm [88]
GC-PDHI Human breath 0.3–400 ppmv 0.3 ppm [89]
Calorimetric Air 0–2.5% >0.125% [90]
GC-FI Air 1 ppm–100% 1 ppm [91]
GC-FI Air n/s 35 ppb [92]
GV-FI Air n/s 0.15 �g/L [93]
MID IR Air n/s 2 ppb [94]
NIR Air n/s 20 ppbv [95]
CRD Air n/s 52 ppbv [96]
CRD Air n/s 4 ppb A8 [97]
MID IR Air n/s 105 ppt [98]
Microscale Aqueous n/s 0.14 �mol A9 [99]
Solid state Anaerobic 1–20% n/s [100]
Calorimetric Air 0.25–300 ppmv 0.25 ppmv [101]
NIR Air n/s 30 ppb [102]
Solid state Air >4150 ppm n/s [103]
Solid state Air n/s 100 ppm [104]
Solid state Air 0.02–5.5% 0.02% [105]
Solid state Water n/s 0.55 ppm [106]
Solid state Air 0–500 ppm n/s [107]
MID IR Air n/s 170 ppm [108]
NIR Air n/s 2.5 ppm [109]
Microscale Rice paddy n/s 1 �M [110]
Solid state Air n/s 2000 ppm [111]
Solid state Air n/s 500 ppm [112]
GC-PA Air n/s 1 ppbv [113]
Microscale Aqueous 0–1 atm �M [114]
Calorimetric Air n/s 0.50% [40]
NIR Air 0.2–100% 0.20% [115]
Solid state Air n/s 0.10% [116]
Solid state Air 0.01–5.5% 0.01% [117]
Piezoelectric Air n/s 0.018 vol% [118]
Calorimetric Air n/s 1% [119]

BS, biosensor; CRD, cavity ring-down spectroscopy; CS, chemical sensor; CW, continuous wave excitation; FI, flame ionization; FT-IR, Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy;
GC, gas chromatography; MID IR, mid infrared spectroscopy; MIS, metal–insulator–semiconductor; MPA, membrane flushing probe array; NIR, near infrared; PA, photoacoustic
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ensor; PDHI, pulsed discharge helium ionization; PFPD, pulsed flame photometric d
unable diode laser spectroscopy; n/s, none specified.

een considered in the analysis of sulfide are broadly summarized
n Fig. 6; spectroscopic procedures [129–141] are undoubtedly
he most common routes taken, along with chromatographic
142–151] and electrochemical [152–158] techniques. The KB
stage 22) also produced alternative detection methods [159–177],
uch as elemental analysis [159], electronic noses [160], lumines-
ent sorbent tubes [161], colorimetric [162,163], biosensors and

hemical sensors [164–166], and solid state systems [167–174]. The
nalytical characteristics of the techniques mentioned have been
ummarized in Table 5 for ease of comparison. Despite significant
dvances in instrumentation, most of the detection systems shown
n Fig. 6 and listed in Table 5 are, however, still reliant upon some
ion; PL, photoluminescence; PLS, photoacoustic laser spectroscopy; S, sensor; TDLS,

form of sample manipulation for the required selectivity, that adds
considerably to cost. Furthermore, the detection of gas samples is
quite problematic, especially at low concentrations [153,155,178]:
the evolved gas is extremely reactive and will readily adsorb onto
surfaces; while this is a feature that is actively exploited in a
number of analytical protocols [132,140,155–158,167,171–176],
it can be the source of erroneous results and poor recoveries,

particularly when dealing with field assessments [178–180]. Elim-
ination of such problems is a non-trivial task and requires careful
handling by trained personnel and the utilization of ‘deactivated’
surfaces where appropriate. Sensor calibration, especially in situ,
may cause additional problems; the preparation of calibration stan-
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Fig. 6. Analytical pathwa

ards requires a considerable degree of care, caution and indeed
crutiny of all aspects of the experimental equipment [178–180].
his is particularly important when preparing low concentrations
f the analyte, whereby losses through aerial oxidation or reac-
ion with trace metal impurities (particularly copper [153,155])
an be significant. Notwithstanding, each sensor category bears
long its own limitations that prohibit presently the development
f field devices: spectroscopy cannot be used for direct quantita-
ion as successful implementation of this approach still requires a
egree of sample preparation [129–140]; the selectivity of electro-
hemical sensors remains an issue with other thiols (as mercaptans
hat are expected in the sample) and reducing agents [152–158];
hromatography requires column separation to compensate for the
ack of selectivity with respect to other redox species [142–147];
olid state systems are generally susceptible to temperature and
umidity fluctuations and typically offer less selectivity that other
echnologies [167–174].

In view of the above and considering the intended task of
ipeline stand-alone surveillance, none of the available sensors can
t the required specifications. The decomposition–recomposition
rocedure (stages 9–10) provided four alternative designs. The best
ption (stage 11), determined on the basis of the h-set of criteria
ertinent to experimental set-ups (see Section 2), is presented by
novel biosensor (Fig. 7), which utilizes (a) a pre-treatment unit

hat converts gas hydrogen sulfide to sulfate ions in an aqueous
olution [181], (b) a microbial cascade unit for converting sulfates
o sulfides, adapted from [182], and (c) the horseradish perox-
dase biosensor of Liu et al. [164] (the 8th system in Table 5),

hich detects the inflow sulfides from the degree of their inhi-
ition to the enzyme activity. This biosensor option, although still
ntested as complete set-up, has been rendered feasible at rea-
onable development costs, especially as per h2, h3 and h7 criteria,
s (i) it depends on a simple assembly that can be developed
pplying continuous innovative action, (ii) the system is presum-
bly interference-free and can handle the reactivity of the analyte,

nd (iii) the sensitivity and selectivity are expected to be more
han adequate for the expected concentrations. The solution is
obust, provided, of course, that the results from testing (stage
2) are satisfactory and that the device is locally developed and
roduced.
the detection of sulfides.

3.4. Validation issues

A small-scale, simplified, simulation has been performed, just
for illustrating the behavior of the implementation scheme pro-
posed, in a 12.5 km pipeline section that passes through the
medium-density populated region of Kineta, around 15 km east
of the city Corinth and about 60 km west of Athens. The design
of the sensor network, including the three sensors selected for
methane, mercaptans and hydrogen sulfide, was based on a mod-
ification of the Trachtam algorithm [183], initially developed for
water monitoring on an engineering strawman approach, taking
into consideration factors such as population distribution, system
pressure and flow patterns, critical customer locations, sensor reli-
able measurement radius, wind direction and speed, dilution rates
and convection currents. Eleven nodes have been proposed and
tested with two scenarios (Fig. 8): scenario 1 involves a 22 sensors
solution in which a methane sensor is placed in each node, whereas
the 6 nodes near residential areas are also packed with mercaptan
sensors and 5 nodes with sulfide sensors; scenario 2 gives a 9 sen-
sors solution with 4 methane detectors, 2 mercaptan detectors and
3 hydrogen sulfide detectors.

The network has been evaluated using only two quantitative
design objectives, i.e., the expected time of detection and the detec-
tion likelihood. For a particular NG constituent leakage scenario,
the expected time of detection by a sensor, Z1, is the elapsed time
from the start of the leak event, to the first identified presence of
a non-zero (i.e., above background) NG constituent concentration.
The time of first detection, tj, refers to the jth sensor location. The
critical time of detection for the sensor network for a particular
leakage event, td, is the minimum among all sensors present in the
design, i.e., td = min tj. The objective function to be minimized is
the expected value computed over the assumed probability dis-
tribution of leakage events, i.e., Z1 = E(td), where E(td) denotes the
mathematical expectation of the minimum detection time td. Since
missed alarms have no detection times, they were not included in

the analysis. Given a sensor network design (i.e., number and loca-
tions) the detection likelihood, Z4 (i.e., the probability of detection),
is estimated by Z4 = (1/S)

∑S
r=1dr where dr = 1 if the NG constituent

r is detected, and zero otherwise; S denotes the total number of NG
constituents considered. Z4 is to be maximized.
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Table 5
Analytical characteristics of hydrogen sulfide detection methodologies.

Technique Sample Detection range Detection limit Refs.

EL Aqueous 40–660 nmol/L 40 nmol/L [152]
Solid state Gas 10–250 ppm 10 ppm [167]
Colorimetric Gas 50 ppb–5 ppm 50 ppb [162]
MIS Gas 200 ppb–10 ppm 200 ppb [168]
MIS Gas n/s 1 ppm [169]
GC-PFPD Gas 2.08–208 ppmv 2.08 ppmv [142]
ICPA-ES Aqueous 5–25 �g/L 5 �g/L [129]
BS Water 0.1–38.5 �mol/L 0.05 �mol/L [164]
MIS Gas n/s 25 ppm [170]
Colorimetric Gas 10–100 ppm 10 ppm [163]
GC-PFPD Wine 0.36 ppbv–1.5 ppbv 0.36 ppbv [143]
ESD Gas n/s 12 ppm [175]
Solid state Air 200–3000 ppb 200 ppb [171]
CS Gas 0.010–0.054% 0.010% [165]
GC Gas 0.36 ppmv–1.5 ppmv 0.36 ppmv [144]
EL Aqueous 0.02–1 mM 14 �M [153]
LC-AFS Aqueous n/s 9.7 �g/L [130]
EL Aqueous 0.04–700 �M 0.04 �M [154]
CS Aqueous 4.6 �g/L–100 mg/L 50 �g/L [166]
Solid state Gas n/s 0.1 ppm [172]
GC-PFPD Gas 10–100 ppmv 10 ppm [145]
Solid state Gas n/s 250 ppbv [173]
Solid state Gas n/s 1 ppb [174]
DPP Petroleum n/s 410 ng/g [176]
GC-PFPD Gas effluents n/s 5 �g/m3 [146]
EL Aqueous 20–200�M 20 �M [155]
EL Aqueous n/s 0.1 ppm [156]
Fluorescence Human breath 4–200 ppb/v 4 ppb/v [131]
GC Aqueous effluents 490–4900 ppb 0.49 ppb [147]
ION GC n/s 35–50 ppm 35 ppm [148]
CE Mining water 0.05–15 ppm 0.05 ppm [177]
ELEM ANAL Sediment 0.02–2.84% 0.034% [159]
Electronic nose Landfill 125–781,066 odor units/m3 n/s [160]
Fluorescence Aqueous 2.24–141 ppb 2.5 ppb [132]
LUMIN SORBENT TUBES Air 0.2–1.3 ppm n/s [161]
EL Aqueous n/s 2 ppm [157]
ION GC Dairy farm effluent 3–50 ppm 3.7 ppm [149]
ION GC Hot spring water 0–16 ppb 0.14 ppb [150]
LC Seawater 12–25.6 ppm 12.8 ppm [151]
Fluorescence Air 10–100 ppb/v 10 ppb/v [133]
Mol. absorption Waste streams 0–100 ppm 0.13 ppm [134]
EL Aqueous 0.2–200 ppb 0.9 ppb [158]
Fluorescence Aqueous 1.792–640 ppb n/s [135]
Fluorescence Aqueous 0.08–15 ppm 80 ppb [136]
Kinetic-UV/vis Spring water 50–2000 ppb n/s [137]
Kinetic-UV/vis Spring water 0.01–25 ppb 0.015 ppb [138]
Kinetic-UV/vis Spring water 50–6000 ppb n/s [139]
Mol. absorption Mineral water 50–700 ppm 50 ppm [140]
Kinetic-UV/vis Blood 0.016–16 ppm 32 ppb [141]
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FS, atomic fluorescence spectrometry; BS, biosensor; CE, capillary electrophoresis; C
lemental analyzer; ESD, electrostatic spray; GC, gas chromatography; ICPA-ES, indu
iquid chromatography; LUMIN SORBENT TUBES, luminescent sorbent tubes; MIS, m

Sensor response times for methane and mercaptan sensors were
aken at reported value, i.e., 100 s [82] and 60 s [52], respectively.
he response time for the hydrogen sulfide sensor unit was roughly
stimated to 110 s, allowing for adequate reaction time and signal
ransmission from one functional part to the next (Fig. 7).

Three leakage events have been simulated, namely A, B, and C,
t points randomly selected, at very low to low concentrations for
ll analytes and at a wind speed of 7 m/s (4 Beuafort). Events A
nd B implicated one leakage point, whereas at event C two loca-
ions were involved with leaks beginning at the same time. In all
ases, scenario 1 gives a detection likelihood of above 0.7, whereas
he 9 sensors solution seems appropriate only for confirmation of
eakage events reported by the conventional survey system. The

xpected time of detection for scenario 1 was ca. 380 s for events
and B, but it reduced to ca. 280 s when two leaks occurred at dif-

erent locations at the same time (event C). Diffusion patterns and
loud formation should also be carefully considered for a realis-
ic network design, in which case geomorphology and prevailing
mical sensor; DPP, differential pulse polarography; EL, electrochemical; ELEM ANAL,
ly coupled plasma-atomic emission spectroscopy; ION GC, ion chromatography; LC,
insulator–semiconductor; n/s, none specified.

meteorological conditions (extracted from spatio-temporal data
distribution) are of significant importance.

Evidently, the network requires extensive validation (stages
12–17 of the methodological framework), both under simulated
and real operation conditions, in order to prove its suitability for the
intended task. At stage 12, the developed/adopted/modified sen-
sors are evaluated on a laboratory testing bench under a large range
of analyte concentrations, interferences, flow rates, temperatures
and humidity, with special attention to the determination of sen-
sitivity and selectivity of detection, as well as response times and
reliability of measurements, in terms of reproducibility, accuracy
and reversibility of the signals in such conditions. The results gath-
ered would provide for a fault detection expert system, structured

in accordance with the format developed in [47,48], and appro-
priate remedial activities (on-line, in-line and off-line) should be
tested and ranked as per cost, efficiency, and easiness of application.

An important issue that should be addressed at this phase is
the bioelement-dependent operational life time, in terms of the
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ig. 7. The recomposed biosensor for hydrogen sulfide, provided after the activati
n inhibition sulfide biosensor constructed by layer-by-layer technique based on
he transformation of gas sulfide to sulfide ions is achieved through (a) the gas-to
onversion of sulfate to sulfites which actually are fed into (c).

tress level (i.e., extreme conditions, interferences, high concen-
rations) that the sensor is expected to endure under real working
onditions [61]. Although biosensors are costume-designed to
ccommodate the shelf life and stability of the labile biomate-
ial [47,48], relevant scientific or technical literature is scarce
184,185]. Ageing is often one of the deciding factors in configuring
he maintenance/replacement protocol: the immobilized moieties
e.g., proteinaceous molecules) are subject to activity loss due to
enaturation and/or deactivation, thus diminishing the life of the
ensor [47,48]. In some previous work, the authors reported a
eplacement/maintenance program for a similar surveillance net-
ork in landfills [185]. The program, adopted to suit the needs of the
resent work, is based on (a) the Weibull Distribution (WD), which

s widely accepted in reliability problems and life data analysis due
o its versatility and (b) an Arrhenius type equation, relating the

D scale parameter or biosensor characteristic life � to stress level
according to the expression � = A exp(B/V), where the indepen-

ent variable V takes values from the data set [Ij, Vj]; the index Ij is
he crisp output of a fuzzy rule that evaluates the effect of temper-
ture/humidity – mean values and their fluctuations (in order to
ake fatigue due to environmental changes under consideration).
y substituting for � in the WD probability density function (pdf),
he following expression is obtained, which is the backbone for the
iosensors replacement program:

(T, V) = ˇ

A exp(B/V)

(
T

A exp(B/V)

)ˇ−1
exp

[
−
(

T

A exp(B/V)

)ˇ
]

here T is the operational life time of the biosensor, as determined
y the level of stress it endures [61], ˇ is the Weibull shape param-
ter and A, B the Arrhenius equation parameters. For this pdf, the
eliabilities function R(T,V) the failure rate function �(T, V), and the
eliable life TR of a biosensor for specified reliability (starting its
stages 9 and 10 of the algorithmic procedure. The main functional part consists of
adish peroxidase (c); the biosensor detects hydrogen sulfide at aqueous samples.
id converter that produces sulfate ions in aqueous solution, and (b) the microbial

operation at age zero), are estimated by means of the following
expressions:

R(T, V) = exp

⌊
−
(

T

A exp(B/V)

)ˇ
⌋

�(T, V) = f (T, V)
R(T, V)

= ˇ

A exp(B/V)

(
T

A exp(B/V)

)ˇ−1

TR = A exp(B/V)[− ln(R(TR, V))]1/ˇ

The latter expression gives the life for which a biosensor is
expected to operate successfully with a reliability level of R(TR).
In the special case that R(TR) = 1/2, the TR-value gives the half
(or estimated median) life, i.e., the life time by which half of
the biosensors installed in each pipeline section remain still fully
operational.

Functional verification (stage 16) moves to the field for sig-
nal validation, aiming at establishing a relationship between the
measure and key parameters affecting signal generation and trans-
mission. At this phase, an initial pipeline route section is monitored
by both, sensors and conventional equipment, allowing for ade-
quate redundancy in order to provide reliable estimates of failure
rates. The signal measurements (sensor outputs) are compared
with their estimates reconstructed by outputs of other similar
sensors and checked against the conventional surveillance net-
work responses and, if necessary and applicable, lab analysis;

the difference between signal measurements and estimations, i.e.,
the residual signals, are then analyzed by either deterministic or
stochastic rules to determine if the observed signal sequence has
fault. A variety of methods have been developed for system model-
ing and signal reconstruction, including artificial neural networks
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Fig. 8. Small-scale simulation for illustrating the behavior of the implementation scheme proposed, in a 12.5 km pipeline section that passes through Kineta region. The
solutions layout for eleven nodes (upper scheme) involves two case scenarios: a 22-sensors network and a 9-sensors network (circled nodes). Three leakage events have been
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imulated, namely A, B, and C, at points randomly selected; events A and B implicate
t the same time. The expected time of detection, Z1, versus the detection likeliho
ayout gives a detection likelihood of above 0.7, whereas the 9-sensors layout seems
ystem.

ANN) based methods [186], principle component analysis [187]
r its derivative independent component analysis [188], multivari-
te state estimation technique [189], and support vector machines
190].

Pilot testing in the field follows a circular pattern, where
he hybrid network established in a pipeline section moves
o the next section, and so on, until all the final adjust-

ents/refinements/corrections are made and the monitoring
cheme is rendered reliable for a long-term application. Thereafter,
he network may shift mostly to biosensing, requiring, however,
eriodic controls with conventional instrumentation, according to
he system of survey and certification that will be adopted. Thus,
iosensors’ lack for standardization procedures/practices is suc-
essfully overcome, since the incurred routine inspection adds
onsiderably to the reliability of the pipeline leak monitoring
cheme. The frequency/intensity of these inspections can be mod-
fied according to the evaluation of the signal retrieved by the
ensors; for example, an alarming situation revealed by field signals

e.g., increasing trend of methane concentration) would prompt an
n situ investigation/verification with either the thickening of the
iosensor network (i.e., increasing the number of sensors or plac-

ng sensors of higher selectivity/sensitivity) in the alarming area or
ith conventional detectors.
leakage point, whereas at event C two locations were involved with leaks beginning
, for each event and scenario are shown in the bottom. In all cases, the 22-sensors
priate only for confirmation of leakage events reported by the conventional survey

This validation approach has been utilized successfully by
the authors to a number of environmental systems, includ-
ing underground mine fields [184], landfills [185], oil refineries
[191], forestrated areas [45,192] and wetlands [46]. These projects
addressed multi-elemental monitoring in both phases, the gas and
the liquid, through a regional network around a pollution source in
the form of a local area network (LAN), with on-line data collection
and mining, as regards biosensoring. Undoubtedly, the implemen-
tation of the proposed scheme is by far more feasible in both,
technical and economic terms, when the pipeline network is still in
the early engineering design phase. In most cases, the construction
of the network and the installation of the surveillance system take
effect concurrently. The costs for replacing the monitoring system
or for adding sensor elements in an operating pipeline is extremely
high. Furthermore, the structure of the presented framework is
such that facilitates the gradual field validation and operation as the
pipeline is assembled segment-by-segment. Note, however, that at
the present state any activity-based costing is impossible, even as a

rough estimation, since it depends on many parameters, including
the stage of technological development of the adopted sensor (i.e.,
ready-to use, experimental set-up or basic research level), know-
how transfer models and local production feasibility at appropriate
subsidization [49].
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. Discussion

Most of the conventional leak detection systems to date for
atural gas pipeline networks, have in general failed to perform
ptimally within the restrictions of response time, robustness,
eliability, sensitivity, accuracy and cost. Biosensing effectively
ddresses the issues of rapid response, sensitivity and accuracy,
ffering a suitable and cost-effective alternative to long-term, in-
ine pipeline network monitoring, provided that mass production
nd standardization of the related technology is feasible.

The methodological framework presented herein considers both
valuation and management tasks supporting timely NG leak
etection surveillance; it permits on site validation and standard-

zation of novel biosensors with the use of appropriate conventional
etectors in a cost-effective manner (stage 16 of the methodologi-
al framework), since the main objective is the gradual withdrawal
f the detectors and the shifting of the monitoring system mostly
o biosensing (stage 17 of the methodological framework). The
roposed methodology can assist both, the moving of biosensors
rom the lab to the field and the efficient large-scale surveil-
ance of critical NG infrastructure, provided that a well-structured
B is established and maintained. The large number of features
sed to describe a biosensor, however, coupled with the wide
ange of values that many of these features can assume, makes it
ractically impossible to store every possible case detail in the sys-
em’s KB. Biosensors carry a wide variety of specifications referring
o manufacturing, testing, operational requirements, metrological
haracteristics, fault diagnostics, etc. It therefore becomes par-
icularly important to select cases and features in a fashion that
rovides an adequate coverage of the range of problems the sys-
em is expected to face and, at the same time, keeps the size of the
nowledge base manageable. The decomposition/recomposition
odule proposed herein offers the benefit of greatly reducing the

mount of effort required in the knowledge engineering task. The
rawback of applying this scheme, however, is that if raw low-level
ata is used, due to its representational sparseness, it is gener-
lly necessary to collect a greater population sample in order to
onstruct a case base with adequate coverage [46]. Alternatively,
uman experts, as employed herein for running the multicrite-
ia analysis selections, or even automated induction, clustering
r other techniques can be used to construct a more restricted
escription space that carries the most critical to the decision-
aker case information; certainly there exists a tradeoff in the extra

ffort required to construct these representations, an effort that
hould be repeated whenever it is desired to expand the role of the
ystem.

Notwithstanding, the validation of field biosensors through con-
entional detectors in situ is inevitable and bears a substantial cost.
iosensors can be affected by a variety of parameters, which are not
nly dependent on the geographic area, but also on atmospheric
onditions, which change along the day and the year. Measure-
ents should be therefore correlated and evaluated on the basis

f the applicable codes and standards for NG pipeline leakage sur-
ey, such as the ASME B31.8-2007 [193], employing surface and
ub-surface gas detection (including bar hole surveys), pressure
onitoring, and ultrasonic leakage tests, in combination with ther-
ometers, hygrometers, etc. These additional costs would deeply

educe the cost-effectiveness of biosensors in the short-run. On the
ther hand, the merits of such a demand-driven approach do not
nly include the development of effective, prompt, direct and reli-
ble means of leak detection over the mileage of pipeline network,

ut further extend to issues related to management of large-scale
nd long-term monitoring schemes as (i) it serves as a practical
eans for standardizing biosensors, given that no direct standard-

zation protocol or guidelines exist (mainly due to the involvement
f biological elements and their direct connection to transduction
us Materials 186 (2011) 35–58

systems [49]), (ii) it adds trust to the reliability of the long-term
monitoring scheme, and (iii) it can encourage the local produc-
tion of ready-to-market/use devices, utilizing indigenous materials
and taken advantage of scale economies due to large production.
Furthermore, the experience obtained and the developed set of
field biosensors and supporting equipment used for engaging and
maintaining the monitoring scheme in one NG network can be
used, mostly as is, in starting-up/maintaining a similar scheme for
another pipeline network. It is worthwhile noting that in the time-
course, the expected validation cost will decrease in the long-run
as a result of (a) human experience accumulation and (b) incor-
porating know-how within the system itself. This is a common
characteristic in systems approach to multi- and inter-disciplinary
issues, as it has been stressed by several authors engaged with solv-
ing problems in different disciplines; e.g., Senge [194] and Bellamy
et al. [195], argue about some kind of ‘learning organization’ that by
means of a systemic view leads to knowledge enrichment, implying
progressive improvement of the system itself.

Since the ultimate goal of pipeline surveillance is to detect
leaks, ideally at the time they are created, i.e., shortly after the
defect on the pipeline (rupture or hole) becomes critical [10,33,41],
early detection and characterization of a nascent leak significantly
increases the probability that a timely solution can be found. This
admittedly involves the development of field biosensors with the
appropriate sensitivity and selectivity, that, in such a case, depend
at large upon the proper treatment of the matrix effects, i.e., effects
associated with a unique local matrix which adversely impact
the performance of an analytical process [196]; the impacts may
include increased false positive or false negative rates, low or high
bias or poorer precision. The identification/determination of this
local matrix for tailoring biosensors can be only achieved when the
segmentation of the surveyed area goes beyond the current pre-
cepts of statistical representativeness of grids that is linked only
to the issues of number and distribution of sensors that should be
placed to cover adequately the area to be monitored. Segmentation,
as proposed herein, effectively relates to some kind of area classifi-
cation into sections with similar characteristics in geomorphology,
abiotic factors (light, temperature, humidity, soil composition, etc.),
levels of background pollution (methane, NOx, NH4

+, SO2, etc.),
biotic factors (micro-flora and fauna, as these can alter drastically
the local micro-environment), etc. Thereby, a series of similar (as
per the target analyte) but differentiated (as per the operational
environment) biosensors should be (i) developed and produced,
following the special requirements of the various segments recog-
nized in the area, and (ii) placed in the corresponding segment. The
development of devices tailored to suit local background conditions
may result in reducing substantially the false alarm rate per detec-
tor, since random noise and temporary deviations compensation is
built-in by design, provided that the differentiated sensors are cal-
ibrated in situ. In effect, this approach may bring biosensors closer
to the production of a stand-alone surveillance network with effi-
ciencies that supersede conventional instrumentation and current
patrol practices.

If surveillance calls for more information or higher informa-
tion granularity, more biosensors should be placed in the field.
In such a case, however, the cost is neither simply proportion-
ally higher (as when purchasing a number of the same biosensors)
to the initial estimations, nor decreasing (as it would be at
mass production of the same biosensors due to scale economies),
but disproportionally higher as it actually involves the tailoring
design/development/production/implementation/maintenance of

these differentiated biosensors (DBs), intended to cover a higher
number of differentiated segments. Under this standpoint, the
convexity of the cost curve is maintained, which is a necessary con-
dition for the optimization method that is described subsequently
in a conceptual way.
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ig. 9. Shifting of optimal number Nopt of differentiated biosensors (DBs) when an
ystem: (a) cheaper and (b) more expensive in development/production/applicatio

The optimal number Nopt of DBs, and consequently of segments,
an be determined at minimum cost C(N) = C1(N) + C2(N), where C1
s the cost component due to segmentation of the pipeline (and
etting/maintaining the corresponding number of DBs) to obtain
igher information granularity and C2 is the cost component due
o risk for undetected pipeline failure, all expressed in economic
erms to ensure additivity. C1 is an increasing function of N with
n increasing rate (i.e., dC1/dN > 0, d2C1/dN2 > 0), for the reasons
uoted in the previous paragraph. C2 is the decreasing function

f N with an increasing algebraic or a decreasing absolute rate
i.e., dC2/dN < 0, d2C2/dN2 > 0 or d|dC2/dN|/dN < 0), because of the
aw of diminishing returns, equally valid in Economics and Engi-
eering/Technology, stating that (beyond a point, defined as the
pper limit of the sub-optimal region) input increments produce
ative biosensor with the following characteristics is introduced into the detection
ore and (d) less resistant to interference.

lesser output increments, under the ceteris paribus clause. Cmin
is determined as the equilibrium point of the trade-off between
the conflict partial dependent variables C1 and C2, while Nopt is
the corresponding abscissa, where dC/dN = 0 or d(C1 + C2)/dN = 0 or
dC1/dN + dC2/dN = 0 or MC1 = MC2, MC standing for marginal cost,
i.e., MC1 = dC1/dN and MC2 = |dC2/dN|.

In case that an innovative (less expensive in develop-
ment/production/application) biosensor enters the detection
system, C1-curve moves downwards becoming also more flat, since

scale economies are more expressed for higher N-values; as a result,
Nopt is shifting to N′

opt , where N′
opt > Nopt , as shown in case [a]

of Fig. 9. The opposite effect will take place if a more expensive
biosensor enters the detection system, with Nopt shifting to N′′

opt ,
where N′′

opt > Nopt (case [b] in Fig. 9). In case that the innovative
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iosensor is more resistant to interference, C2-curve moves down-
ards becoming also more flat, since improvement in risk is more

xpressed for lower N-values; as a result, Nopt is shifting to N′
opt ,

here N′′
opt < Nopt , as shown in case [c] of Fig. 9. The opposite effect

ill take place, if a biosensor less resistant to interference enters
he detection system, with Nopt shifting to N′′

opt , where N′′
opt < Nopt

case [d] in Fig. 9).
Evidently, the combinations [a and d] and [b and c] result with

ertainty to application of more and less biosensors, respectively;
n the other hand, the combinations [a and c] and [b and d] may
esult to more or less biosensors, depending on the degree of Nopt-
hifting that each change brings about separately. Even the most
avorable combination [a and c] does not give an a priori indica-
ion of the direction that Nopt will follow, although the moving of
min to a lower level is certain, forming actually a strong incentive
or biosensor innovation. Similarly, the most unfavorable combina-
ion [b and d] does not give an a priori indication of the direction
hat Nopt will follow, although the moving of Cmin to a higher level
s guaranteed, forming actually a strong contra-incentive for niche
xpensive technologies that are not suitable for field applications
49]. It is worthwhile noting that, when the direction of Cmin move-

ent is certain the Nopt shifting is uncertain and vice versa: when
he Nopt shifting is certain the direction of Cmin is uncertain.

The designing of pipeline monitoring schemes utilizing the
iosensing and segmentation approach presented herein can be
pplied also in the case of offshore networks, like the Greece-
taly pipeline (about 807 km total length, of which 590 km will
e onshore in Greece and more than 217 km will be laid on the
ea bed of the Ionian Sea). The monitoring of undersea networks
resents increased complexity since microbiologically influenced
orrosion (MIC) or biocorrosion, a major cause of ruptures or holes
n the metal, is difficult to detect or assess. Most MIC studies have
ocused on bacterial involvement (sulfate reducing bacteria, sulfur
xidizing bacteria, manganese-oxidizing bacteria, etc.); however,
ther single-celled organisms, such as fungi, yeast, and diatoms,
an influence corrosion. These organisms co-exist within a biofilm
atrix on metal surfaces, functioning as a consortium, in a com-

lex and coordinated manner. Despite decades of study on MIC, it
s still not known with certainty how many species of microorgan-
sms contribute to corrosion, while researchers continue to report
n the formation of biofilms by an ever-widening range of micro-
ial species. To understand the causes and effects of MIC requires an
nderstanding of the interaction of both, the metallurgical and elec-
rochemical aspects of corrosion, as well as the microbial aspects
f MIC-related microorganisms. Effective and efficient monitor-
ng strategies can result from the understanding of microbiological
ctivities and their effect on corrosion reactions.

The authors are currently working on a project for the under-
ea pipeline monitoring of the Greece-Italy routing, employing a
nowledge based approach to MIC by means of creating a network
f biosensors with a view to (i) elucidating/clarifying the relation
etween electrochemical and microbial synergistic effects lead-

ng to corrosion and (ii) monitoring the corrosion risk in undersea
ydrocarbon storing/transporting facilities. In this case, biosen-
ors may serve as both, microbial corrosion pathway identifiers
by qualitatively and quantitatively detecting either chain-species
nvolved or metabolic products/by-products) and MIC prevention
gents (by qualitatively and quantitatively detecting corrosive pre-
ursors and micro-environmental conditions that could potentially
avour MIC processes).
. Concluding remarks

Pipeline leakage detection continues to be a difficult issue
ecause existing detection methods of guarding pipelines need
us Materials 186 (2011) 35–58

improvement for more effective prevention of leaks and deter-
ring third party intrusion into pipelines and plant facilities.
The use of rapid, sensitive and selective biosensors may pro-
vide, in synergy with conventional leakage detection and
applicable codes and standards, a reliable system for long-
term pipeline network monitoring, provided that the biosensors
are properly designed/developed/standardized and rationally
placed/networked/maintained by the aid of operational research
techniques. The proposed approach, focused primarily on the
computer-aided multicriteria selection of suitable biosensor plat-
forms and the tailored development of site- and target-specific
detectors, has been successfully demonstrated to provide non-
intrusive pipeline monitoring of a Greek network near Athens by
acting as an early warning system for the presence of potentially
dangerous gases in the atmosphere (i.e., hydrogen sulfide, mercap-
tan, methane).

It is worthwhile noting that, further to preventing gas releases,
with various environmental effects (from odor pollution to photo-
chemical smog at local level), knowing the exact way to effectively
protect a system may affect its design ab initio, as it has been shown
by the authors in the case of designing a gas absorption system on
the basis of the metrological parameters of the measuring device
used for emissions monitoring [197]. Last, but not least, knowing
the added environmental load (due to leakage) on an already pol-
luted area, may lead to the optimization of the monitoring network,
as the authors have also shown in the case of early warning and
prevention of photochemical episodes [198].
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